
 
Congress of the United States 

Washington, DC 20515 

 
January 10, 2022 

 
The Honorable Pete Buttigieg 
Secretary 
Department of Transportation 
1200 New Jersey Ave., S.E. 
Washington, DC 20590 
 
The Honorable Jennifer Granholm 
Secretary  
Department of Energy  
1000 Independence Ave., S.W.  
Washington, DC 20585 
 
Dear Secretary Buttigieg and Secretary Granholm, 
 

We would like to take this opportunity to respond to the Buy America Request for Information 
(RFI) issued on November 24, 2021.  
 

Over the last several years Congress, and more recently, the Biden Administration, have begun to 
push government procurement, government subsidies, and even federal mandates in the transportation 
sector towards electric vehicles (EVs). They have repeatedly put the federal government’s thumb on the 
scale of EV’s without the proper protections or reforms to ensure that such technologies are made in 
America with appropriate labor and environmental standards.  
 

This disregard for the downstream impacts of such policies is extremely concerning.  
 

As you know, the shift towards a more EV-centric transportation system will require an enormous 
amount of minerals such as copper, nickel, lithium, and cobalt for use in batteries, charging stations, and 
other EV infrastructure. Specifically, in comparison to a conventional car, an electric car requires six 
times the mineral input. 
  

Currently, the United States is alarmingly reliant on foreign, often hostile nations for the supply 
of most of these minerals. For example, the United States is 78% import-reliant on cobalt, according to 
the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS).1 The top cobalt-producing country in the world is the Congo, which 
produces 16 times more cobalt than the second-place country, Russia. Amnesty International reports that 
approximately 40,000 boys and girls work as forced slave laborers in the Congo. These children, as young 
as seven, work in horrific conditions where they are forced to extract cobalt by hand or face the wrath of 
traffickers, if the precarious mines do not collapse around their ears first.2 
 

 
1 https://pubs.usgs.gov/periodicals/mcs2021/mcs2021.pdf  
2 https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/campaigns/2016/06/drc-cobalt-child-labour/  

https://pubs.usgs.gov/periodicals/mcs2021/mcs2021.pdf
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/campaigns/2016/06/drc-cobalt-child-labour/
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Our entire supply chain for cobalt is vulnerable. 70% of the Congolese cobalt mining is owned by 
Communist China, who takes the minerals extracted by slave labor and ships them back to their own 
mainland for manufacturing of end products.3 The products are then exported to the United States as 
electric vehicle batteries. 

The United States has the resources and the ability to source the minerals necessary for a 
transition to a more EV-centric transportation system as outlined in the RFI. Northern Minnesota, for 
example, contains 95% of America’s nickel, 88% of America’s cobalt, and more than one-third of our 
nation’s copper. When discussing the need for domestic critical minerals, no conversation is complete 
without acknowledging northern Minnesota’s ability to deliver. 

Unfortunately, several barriers have continued to impede our country’s ability to successfully 
source these minerals domestically and will continue to block implementation of a robust Buy America 
strategy related to EVs.  

First, Congressional Democrats continue to block amendments in committee markups and to 
stand alone legislation slated for Floor consideration. These amendments would mandate that federal 
dollars used for EV procurement or EV-related subsidy are not used to purchase items containing 
minerals sourced with child labor. This is confounding considering the conditions in which these child 
slaves are forced to work under to provide the minerals used for EVs today.  

There is also legislation that has been introduced in the House, H.R. 4932, the Manufacturing 
America’s Mineral Security Act, which would incentivize the purchase on domestically refined minerals, 
thereby supporting a more robust processing industry in the United States. This legislation has yet to 
receive a committee markup or Floor consideration. 

Members of Congress also repeatedly attempt to ban mining in many parts of the country, 
including the Duluth Complex. These efforts consist of mineral withdrawals, blanket mining bans and 
endless environmental studies. Should these efforts be successful, the United States will have effectively 
no ability to source necessary minerals domestically.  

Additionally, the Biden Administration, and specifically the Department of the Interior (DOI) and 
the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) have initiated rule making, environmental studies, 
and withdrawals, that would further take federal lands offline and prevent the responsible sourcing of 
minerals.  

Finally, should a mine happen to dodge the previously described impediments, they still must 
undergo the 401 permitting process. This process is broken. As currently structured, sponsors must jump 
through seemingly endless hoops, endure decades of frivolous lawsuits, duplicate efforts across multiple 
state and federal agencies, and still risk the potential of failure when a new Administration takes office 
and inserts politics into what should be a scientific and objective process.  

The current 401 permitting process does not have the bandwidth to accommodate an EV Buy 
America standard and must also be reformed to avoid an unprecedented increase in U.S. reliance on 
hostile foreign nations and child slave labor.   

3 https://www.spglobal.com/platts/en/market-insights/podcasts/focus/02252021-jim-rogers-oil-gas-renewables-
agriculture; https://www.mining.com/what-chinas-increasing-control-over-cobalt-resources-in-the-drc-means-for-
the-west-report/  

https://www.spglobal.com/platts/en/market-insights/podcasts/focus/02252021-jim-rogers-oil-gas-renewables-agriculture
https://www.spglobal.com/platts/en/market-insights/podcasts/focus/02252021-jim-rogers-oil-gas-renewables-agriculture
https://www.mining.com/what-chinas-increasing-control-over-cobalt-resources-in-the-drc-means-for-the-west-report/
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We unequivocally support Buy America standards in our transportation system including on EVs 
and EV infrastructure. To achieve an honest standard that ensures proper environmental standards and 
utilizes superior labor practices here in the United States, the Biden Administration and Congress must 
get serious about the reforms necessary to make that possible.  

Sincerely, 

PETE STAUBER 
Member of Congress 

DON YOUNG 
Member of Congress 

RODNEY DAVIS 
Member of Congress 

GARRET GRAVES 
Member of Congress 

RANDY WEBER 
Member of Congress 

SAM GRAVES 
Member of Congress 

ERIC A. “RICK” CRAWFORD 
Member of Congress 

BRIAN BABIN, D.D.S. 
Member of Congress 

MIKE BOST 
Member of Congress 

BRUCE WESTERMAN 
Member of Congress 
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TROY BALDERSON 
Member of Congress 

MICHAEL GUEST 
Member of Congress 

CARLOS GIMENEZ 
Member of Congress 

DUSTY JOHNSON 
Member of Congress 

NICOLE MALLIOTAKIS 
Member of Congress 




